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This year’s TRU Faculty Association’s Annual General
Meeting being held on Thursday, April 23, 2015.
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Academic Governance at TRU
In her first year as a faculty senator, Dian
Henderson, a professor in the ESL program at
TRU describes herself as completely
overwhelmed. “I was a deer in headlights,” she
Strongly
Input from faculty is
says, “ The whole system was new to me and
disagre
sought AND seriously
just navigating my way around the procedural
e
considered in
42%
Disagre
rules was intimidating.” Now in her second
decision-making at
e
year, Henderson has tackled the challenge of
my institution.
34%
serving on Senate head-on by developing a
Faculty Senate Caucus to help alleviate some of
the “intimidation factor” and make senators’
experiences more effective and collaborative.
“If am going to invest my time,” she explains, “I want to the work I do to be effective.”
Strongly agree
2%

Agree
7%

Neither agree
nor disagree
15%

Effective, open, collaborative, efficient are words that many faculty members use to describe how
they feel Academic Governance should function. Sadly, these words are not used when they are
asked to describe how Academic governance actually operates at TRU. Instead, words like
restrictive, ineffective, fear-based, and power politics are used. The results of the 2015 FPSE
Climate Survey highlights the tense situation at TRU, both in terms of those who feel negatively
about governance at TRU (32%) and those who are unclear about the direction of Academic
Governance at the University. An astounding 76% of respondents felt that faculty input in
decision-making was not sought out or seriously considered. Another 74% disagreed with the
statement “The Provost helps lead the University in a good direction.”
The climate in Academic Governance at TRU is currently one of fear; fear of reprisals, fear of open
discussion, and fear of active participation. In
this atmosphere, the need for more open and
collaborative academic governance is pressing.
“That things feel like they are being done in
secret, that feathers are being ruffled, needs to
Strongl
y
end.” explains Henderson, “We need to open
disagre
The Provost / VP-Academic
the doors. In the present climate there is such a
e
(or equivalent) helps lead
44%
potential to feel victimized by the process; to
the institution in a good
Disagre
direction.
feel like “this is what is happening to us”. We
e
30%
need to create a dialogue instead. We need to
make ourselves effective.” This is a sentiment
shared by Tom Friedman, TRUFA President.
“Surveys have shown that faculty feels alienated
from the decision-making process at this university.” He explains, “To change this we need to
build faculty involvement in academic governance.” One way of building effective Faculty
involvement has been the establishment of the Faculty Senate Caucus. The Caucus serves to
better prepare new faculty Senators (Henderson also hopes to expand the council to include
student senators at some point) for the procedures and processes involved in Senate meetings as
well as creating a space for Faculty senators to share ideas and information in advance of senate
meetings. “Building information-sharing between us has been so beneficial. We each come with
different fields of expertise, outlooks and aptitudes. Being able to bring those together has made
us so much better prepared and effective.” explains Henderson.
Agree
5%

Strongly agree
3%

Neither agree
nor disagree
18%
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Governance Issues at TRU continued…
“As a modern University we need to be a model of effective governance, we need to be less
concerned with power and more concerned with good ideas.” says Henderson. Friedman agrees,
“If senate speaks loudly its voice carries a lot of weight.”
“My time on the Senate has made me really passionate about what it means to have a robust and
dynamic democracy.” Henderson explains, “If we don’t participate, and participate effectively, it
is only a select few that govern. Academic governance could be a great model for shared
leadership and collaboration, but we need to fully participate to make that happen.”
PowerPoint slides from the FPSE 2015 TRU Climate Survey results
For more information on Collegial Governance:
CAUT Policy Statement on Governance

Second Annual Governance Award
At this year’s Union Appreciation Luncheon, Dian Henderson from ESL was awarded with the
second annual Collegial Governance Award.
Henderson was honoured for her dedication and
outstanding work in developing the Faculty Senate
Caucus. The Caucus is designed to coordinate faculty
senate representatives into a cohesive and strong unit
that can effect meaningful change at the senate level.
For more information about Dian Henderson and the
Faculty Senate Caucus, please see the article above on
Academic Governance.

TRUFA President, Tom Friedman presents the second
Annual Collegial Governance Award to Dian Henderson.
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Provost Evaluation: Faculty Survey
Recently, an email was sent to all faculty
In the recent FPSE Climate survey results,
asking them to participate in the evaluation
Faculty has clearly articulated their displeasure
process for the outgoing Provost, Dr. Uli
with the changes that have occurred during the
Scheck. As of June
outgoing Provost’s
th
30 , 2015, Scheck will
tenure. This survey is
“We are looking for constructive
no longer be TRU
intended to identify
criticism,
for
suggestions,
insight
and
Provost and Vice
what has worked and
ideas that will allow us to provide
President Academic.
what hasn’t worked
clear and compelling direction for
This evaluation is
over the last five years.
taking place because,
There are quantitative
the new Provost so that we can move
despite repeated
and qualitative sections
forward.”
reminders from
to the survey and, for
TRUFA President, Tom Friedman
TRUFA, Dr. Scheck
the results to be
has not undergone a
meaningful and useful,
professional
specific details and
evaluation during his tenure at TRU. This is
constructive criticism are needed.
despite the fact that under the terms of Letter
While the quantitative results will be shared
of Understanding #2, all academic
with the TRU community, a selection of
administrators—Associate Deans, Deans, VP
qualitative written comments will be shared
Academic and AVP Research and Graduate
with the outgoing Provost, the TRU President
Studies—are required undergo a formal
and the new Provost when she or he is
evaluation process both near the beginning of
appointed.
their term and near the end of their term.
While tensions have been running high, and
During the Provost’s five-year term at TRU,
positive assessment of the Provost’s
the President failed to conduct the required
effectiveness are at an all time low, Friedman
evaluations.
stresses that this a time for building consensus
and moving forward. “We are looking for
Also, during this period of transition, Faculty
constructive criticism, for suggestions, insight
has an opportunity to constructively assess
and ideas that will allow us to provide clear and
and evaluate the last five years, in order to
compelling direction for the new Provost so
present the incoming Provost with a clear and
that we can move forward.”
concise report of faculty concerns moving
forward. “This is a time for us to weigh in on
the Provost’s tenure and provide feedback
that will be of use to the incoming Provost,”
explained Tom Friedman, TRUFA President.
“The Provost has not had an evaluation during
his tenure at TRU and with the coming change
in appointment, providing constructive
criticism is essential.”

The survey will close at 4pm on Monday April 27, 2015
Have your voice heard!
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FPSE TRU Climate Survey
The recent release of the Federation of Post-Secondary Educators of BC (FPSE) climate survey for
TRU has yielded dramatic results. 169 faculty members responded to the survey and the results
are remarkable. Areas of concern included confidence in senior leadership at the University,
Collegial Governance, Collective Agreement and declining working conditions and morale. The
results paint a picture of faculty members shut out from decision-making and governance,
struggling with a lack of communication from senior administrators, with low morale, poor
working conditions and lack of trust in the leadership of their university.

Senior Leadership and Governance
Strongly agree
3%

Agree
5%

Strongly
disagree
44%

The results are particularly striking
when it comes to faculty
confidence in senior leadership at
the university.

Neither agree
nor disagree
18%

Disagree
30%

The Provost / VP-Academic
(or equivalent) helps lead
the institution in a good
direction.

Strongly agree
4%

Strongly
disagree
26%

Agree
12%

Neither agree
nor disagree
31%

The President leads
the institution in a
good direction.

Disagree
27%

Agree
6%

Strongly
disagree
27%

Neither agree
nor disagree
42%

The Board of Governors
leads the institution in a
good direction.

The dissatisfaction with senior
administration is clear and
compelling. For example, only
16% of respondents indicated that
the President is a ‘leader the
institution in a good direction’ and
that number is even lower for the
Provost at 8%. The Board of
Governors numbers are also low.
Interestingly the ‘neither agree nor
disagree’ were also quite high for
these performance-related
questions. This points to a decided
lack of communication between
senior leadership and faculty
members at TRU that is the
hallmark of a top-down,
managerial style of governance. A
truly democratic governance
model demands more
transparency and communication.

Disagree
23%
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FPSE TRU Climate Survey 2015 continued…
Working Conditions and Morale

Strongly
disagree
19%

Agree
20%

Neither agree
nor disagree
23%

Disagree
38%

My institution
demonstrates a strong
commitment to my health
and wellbeing.

It is no surprise that faculty are experiencing a
decline in both working conditions and
morale. 57% feel that the university does not
demonstrate a strong concern for their health
and well-being. Another 47% responded that
they do not have the resources needed to do
their job effectively and 53% noted that they
didn’t have adequate time for professional
development.

Strongly
disagree
6%

Strongly
agree
16%

Disagree
20%

Neither agree
nor disagree
21%

Agree
37%

I do not have
enough time to
attend to my
professional
development
needs.

Strongly
agree
12%

Disagree
27%

Agree
35%

I do not have the
resources I need to do
my job effectively.

Neither agree
nor disagree
24%

As a result, 42% of faculty respondents would not recommend TRU as a workplace and
65% believe that working conditions are worse than last year.
Strongly agree
3%
Strongly
disagree
10%

Agree
8%

Strongl
y agree
12%

Strongly
disagree
31%

Disagree
19%

Agree
30%
Neither agree
nor disagree
29%

Neither agree
nor disagree
24%

I would not recommend
this institution as a place
to work.

Overall, my institution is
a better place to work
than it was a year ago.

Disagree
34%
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FPSE TRU Climate Survey 2015 continued…
Collective Agreement

Adherence to the Collective agreement
is another area that provided dramatic
results. 55% of respondent believe that
TRU administration is not adhering to
Collective agreement, with a full
quarter of respondents strongly
agreeing that this is the case.

Communication and Decision-making
Another telling outcome of the survey is
the poor numbers regarding faculty
involvement in decision-making at the
University. 76% of respondent
disagreed with the statement that
faculty input is sought and seriously
considered decision-making at the
University.
Also, Faculty indicated that senior
administration does not adequately
engage or communicate with faculty
regarding changes that affect them.
Faculty also indicated that senior
administrators do not understand the
day-to-day challenges faced by faculty
with 38% feeling strongly on the matter.
An astounding 67% believe that their
senior administrator does not work to
alleviate the day-to-day challenges
faced by faculty.
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Other news:
TRUFA Williams Lake Video
TRUFA has completed production on a video about the Williams Lake campus. It
can be viewed on the website at http://trufa.ca/tru-williams-lake-campus-video/

Kamloops Thompson Teachers’ Association Rally

TRUFA was represented at the KTTA Rally at Summit and McGill. The April 12th
rally, which occurred simultaneously in cities and towns across British Columbia,
was in response to the increasing cuts to education in BC. “President David
Komljenovic asked for our support and it was a natural fit.” explained Tom
Friedman, “We’re all educators and it was important to have a TRUFA presence.”

In the photo are (R-L) Tom
Friedman, Cindy Ross-Friedman
and Kim Komljenovic

TRUFA AGM Preview Package
Available for download now on the
TRUFA website:
www.trufa.ca
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TRUFA Executive
President – Tom
Friedman

Human Rights Committee
Chair - Derek Cook

Williams Lake Rep.
Barbara Bearman

Past President – Jason
Brown

Tripartite Reps. – Mark
Wallin, Hafiz Rahman, &
Robin Nichol

Human Rights Committee
Chair Status of Women
Comm. Gail Morong &
Jennifer Murphy

Vice President - Star
Mahara
Treasurer Peggy
McKimmon
Secretary - Brenda Smith
Instr. Support
Support.––Marion
Marion
Oke
One
Vocational Trades Rep. Bruce Campbell
Vocational Non-Trades
Rep. – Emma Bourassa

Bipartite Reps. – Bernie
Kirkey, Marten Lettinga &
Terryl Atkins
Chief Steward
T Bernie
Kirkey
Salary & Working
Conditions Committee
Co- Chairs - John Turner
& Lloyd Bennett

Equity Comm. Chair –
Monica Sanchez and Gail
Morong
Workplace Health Safety
& Environmental
Committee Rep. - Joanna
Urban

Sessional/Limited Term
Chairs Teresa Fedorak &
John Hart

Stay informed!
Stay informed!
Visit trufa.ca to stay up to
Visit
stay upnews
to
date
ontrufa.ca
all yourtoTRUFA
date on all your TRUFA news
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